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WINN(E), WYNN(E), GUYNN, ETC.

	The surnames Winn(e), Wynn(e), Guynn, etc. can have 
several origins and one would need to know his nationality
before the applicable meaning of the name could be ascertained.
	When English, the derivation is from the Old Norse word
WINE (friend) and became Win, Winn(e), Wien, Wyn, etc. in 
Germany where it became a personal name before jelling into a
surname. In some instances these short forms were the first
element of a compounded name such as Winibald (friend-bold),
Winibert (friend-illustrious), etc. The Germans and 
Scandinavians introduced them to England prior to 1000 A.D.
	In England, Walter Win of County Essex, William Wine of
Lincolnshire, Thomas filius (son of) Win of Shropshire, lived
in the period 1196-1256.
	When Welsh, the surnames are descriptive, derived from
the word GWYNN, "white, fair." Oto Gwyn's name was also spelled
Hwyn in 1613, Robert Wynne's name was also spelled Gwinne in
1568, Ellis Winn's was also spelled Win in 1593. Robert le 
(the) Win who lived in Derbyshire, England in 1260 was probably
a Welshman.
	In Ireland, there are two groups of Wynnes. The ones in
County Sligo are mainly Gwyns from Wales, and one of these,
Owen Wynne, became High Sheriff of County Leitrim in 1659. In
addition, three old Irish surnames, O Gaoithin of County
Roscommon, Mac Oaoithin and O Maolghaoithe of County Donegal
were sometimes translated into English as Wynn(e) do to the
fact that each embodied the element GAOTH (wind). In County
Cavan, Wynn(e) is sometimes used as a synonym for MacGee and
also a variant spelling of the Welsh Gwynn.
	Burke's General Armory describes the two Winn, the 19
Wynn and the 19 Wynne arms.
	Three of the spelling Winn and two of the spelling
Wynn served as officers in the American Revolutionary Army.
Ref. By J.C. Downing, Heritage, Sun.Magazine/Nov. 3, 1985/
Baton Rouge, LA (p.13).  

Origins of the Surname ‘Wynn(e)’ (and its Variants)

In this paper, I have drawn information about the origins of the name
Wynn(e) (and its homophonic and near-homophonic variants) from 
various official and reliable sources, but especially from the 
comprehensive and highly-authoritative records presented within the 
1923 book  ‘Sloinnte Gaedheal is Gall’ (Irish Names and Surnames) 
By Rev. Patrick Woulfe, Priest of the Diocese of Limerick and Member 
of the Council, National Academy of Ireland.

Essentially, I have traced three contenders as the true source of this
surname: Ireland, Wales and the lands of the Huguenots (the Low Countries and
France). I intend to address each in turn, and to add comments on other
countries principally affected by migration from those source countries.

Ireland

It should be remembered that the Irish were amongst the first in the world to
have patronymic surnames. Irish surnames were first introduced during the
tenth century with the use of the O’ prefix (originally indicating ‘grandchild
of...’, but later being extended to mean  ‘descendant of...’). The prefixes
‘Mac...’ and the variant ‘Mag...’ (both meaning ‘son of...’) were introduced
much later. By the end of the twelfth century, surnames were universal amongst
Irish families.

By virtue of their advanced surname system, their geographical closeness to
Scotland, Wales and the West Midlands of England, and in consequence of some
or all of the events that overtook them, it seems the Irish people were
destined to become a major source of surnames for the Western world. The
arrival and domination of the Roman Catholic Religion encouraged high
population growth. The intolerable consequences of the brutal Anglo-Norman
invasion, together with England’s desire to disempower the ‘troublesome’ Irish
and, at the same time, populate the new English colonies of Canada, America,
Australia and New Zealand, precipitated a huge migration of Irish families. A
succession of famines during the period of occupation served to render
migration ineluctable for countless thousands of Irish families.

During the period of the occupation, all Irish names were required to be
‘Anglified’. Gaelic names such as ‘Mac Fhíodhbhuidhe’, which were impossible
for the invaders to pronounce or spell, became simplified (MacAvoy in this
example) to make life easier for the English overlords. Later, as some of the
registrars learnt something of the local language (or were recruited from
local Irish-speaking stock) names were sometimes ‘translated’, in whole or in
part, either directly to the English equivalent or to an English word or name
phonetically close to the direct translation. In this way, O’ Maolghaoithe
(meaning ‘chief of the wind’) was sometimes Anglicised to Magee and, at other
times, translated to Wynne (for ‘wind’).

Bearing in mind the limitations of the communication systems then available to
the invaders and the almost-general illiteracy that then prevailed, it should
be said that the process of ‘Anglification’ was conducted in a reasonably
well-organised way. Extensive records were kept of the original Irish surnames
and the corresponding anglified (or translated) names that supplanted them. A
reasonable attempt was made at consistency, but communication difficulties
ensured that registrars in different areas usually came up with different
Anglicised versions of the same Irish name.

Our story on the Irish origins of our names begins in Ancient Ireland with a
notable Irish warrior whose first (and ONLY) name was ‘Maolghaoithe’ (meaning
‘Chief of the wind’). Drawing on numerous early publications, Rev. Patrick
Woulfe has done a remarkable job of assembling comprehensive information about
this warrior’s descendants. For many generations, only Irish surnames were
used. First, the O’ Maolghaoithe family, then a ‘pet’ form of the same name
appeared as ‘O’ Gaothin (the ‘..in’ at the end meaning ‘little’ (rather like
the German ‘...ling’ name ending).

As the original family grew, its various branches moved to (and settled in)
new parts of Ireland. With the introduction of ‘Mac...’ prefixes, a series of
further variants emerged, whilst the earlier forms also thrived (often in
different counties). The process of Anglification then resulted in a wide
variety of so-called ‘Anglified’ forms of those various names. The preferred
method employed was to create a more-pronounceable name that a registrar stood
a chance of being able to spell. Without any published rules for this process,
however, many varied ‘Anglified’ surnames resulted. Sometimes, too, the
‘name-givers’ had learned sufficient of the Irish language to be able to
translate the meaning of the original names. It was by this process that
families with the names O Maolghaoithe, O Gaoithin and Mac Gaoithe had their
names TRANSLATED to ‘Wynn(e)’, ‘Winn’, etc. (for ‘wind’). No great
significance should be attached to any particular spelling in these
translations, as there was great diversity (even within a single family).

The following table shows the original Irish surnames, together with the
Anglicised and translated forms. The table should be viewed with your browser
display font set to a fixed-pitch font (such as Courier 10). Vertical
alignment of the table columns will not be maintained if a
proportionally-spaced font is selected.

Table 1 - Irish Roots

                       ___________________________
                      |      Maolghaoithe         |
                      |   (Chief of the wind)     |
                      |___________________________|
                              |           |
                  ____________|           |____________
                 |                                     |
 ________________|________________     ________________|________________
|        O’ Maolghaoithe          |   |          O’ Gaoithín            |
|  (Descendant of Maolghaoithe)   |   |(Descendant of Gaoithin, dim. of |
|        O’ Mulgehy               |   |Gaoth, ‘wind’, a ‘pet’ form of   |
|        O’ Mulgey                |   |Maolghaoithe)                    |
|        Mulgeehy                 |   |          O’ Gighine             |
|        (Magee)                  |   |          O’ Gihine              |
|        Wynne                    |   |          O’ Gehin               |
|The name of a Tirconnell family  |   |          O’ Gahan               |
|who were seated originally in the|   |          Guiheen                |
|parish of Clondavaddock, Co.     |   |          Gweehin                |
|Donegal. Now (1923) more common  |   |          Guihen                 |
|in Connacht where, however, it is|   |          Guighan                |
|generally disguised under the    |   |          Guihan                 |
|Angl. forms of Magee and Wynne   |   |          Geehan                 |
|(for ‘wind’).                    |   |          Gihan                  |
|_________________________________|   |          Gihon                  |
                                      |          Gahon                  |
                                      | ...and, by translation,         |
                                      |          Wynne                   |
                                      |          Wyndham                |
                                      |The name of:                     |
                                      |(1) a Leinster family who were   |
                                      |formerly chiefs of Siol Elaigh,  |
                                      |in the south-west of Co. Wicklow,|
                                      |and are still (in 1923) numerous |
                                      |in the neighbouring county of    |
                                      |Wexford, where the name is Angl. |
                                      |’Gahan’; and                     |
                                      |(2) a Connacht family who are (in|
                                      |1923) numerous in that province, |
                                      |but sometimes disguised as Wynnes|
                                      |and Wyndhams                     |
                                      |_________________________________|
                                                       |
                                                       |
                                       ________________|________________
                                      |          Mac Gaoithín           |
                                      | (Son of Gaoithín - a ‘pet’ form |
                                      |        of Maolghaoithe)         |
                                      |          MacGeehin              |
                                      |          MacGeehan              |
                                      |          Mageehan               |
                                      |          Magehan                |
                                      |          Macahan                |
                                      |          Megahan                |
                                      |          MacGean                |
                                      |          Magean                 |
                                      |          Gahan                  |
                                      |An Ulster surname. In the 16th   |
                                      |century, it was almost peculiar  |
                                      |to the counties of Down and      |
                                      |Donegal.                         |
                                      |_________________________________|
                                               |       |
                                  _____________|       |
                                 |                     |
                                 |     ________________|________________
                                 |    |           Mac Gaoithe           |
                                 |    |(Shortened form of Mac Gaoithín) |
                                 |    |           M’Giehie              |
                                 |    |           MacGeehee             |
                                 |    |           (MacGee)              |
                                 |    |           (Magee)               |
                                 |    | ...and, by translation,         |
                                 |    |           Wynne                  |
                                 |    |A Donegal surname in the 16th    |
                                 |    |century.                         |
                                 |    |_________________________________|
                                 |                     |
                            _____|_____________________|_____
                           |            Mag Aoidh            |
                           |            Mag Aodha            |
                           |  (Merged forms of Mac Gaothín   |
                           |          and Mac Gaoithe)       |
                           |            M’Gay                |
                           |            M’Gey                |
                           |            M’Ghy                |
                           |            Magee                |
                           |            MacGee               |
                           |            MacGhee              |
                           |            MacGhie              |
                           |            Ghee                 |
                           |            Gee                  |
                           |Very common surnames in Ulster,  |
                           |where there are (in 1923),       |
                           |doubtless, several families of   |
                           |distinct origin so-called. A     |
                           |family of this name were chiefs  |
                           |of Muinntear Tlamain in Co. West-|
                           |meath, where (in 1923) they are  |
                           |still represented.               |
                           |_________________________________|
                  _______________|                     |
 ________________|________________     ________________|________________
|            Mac Aodha            |   |            Mac Aoidh            |
|(Son of Aodha - a common personal|   |          (Son of Aoidh)         |
|   name, now Anglicised ‘Hugh’)  |   |              M’Ee               |
|      M’Ea         MacHugh       |   |              M’Eye              |
|      MacKay       Eason         |   |              MacKee             |
|      MacKey       Hughes        |   |              MacKie             |
|      MacKee       Hueson        |   |              Kee                |
|      MacCoy       Hewson        |   |A variant of Mag Aoidh and       |
|A very common surname, especially|   |Mac Aodha.                       |
|in Ulster and Connacht. There are|   |_________________________________|
|(in 1923) several distinct       |
|families so-called. In the barony|
|of Clare, Co. Galway, Mac Aodha, |
|of the same stock as the         |
|O’ Flahertys, was chief of Clann |
|Choscroigh. The MacKays of       |
|Strathnaver were a well-known    |
|Scottish clan, some of whom are, |
|doubtless, to be found among the |
|MacKays of the north of Ireland. |
|The Angl. form ‘MacCoy’ is almost|
|peculiar to Co. Limerick, whither|
|the family migrated from Ulster  |
|more than three centuries ago.   |
|_________________________________|

Scotland

It is thought that Scotland was originally inhabited by various tribes, the
most notable of which were the Picts. About the first century AD, the
Brythonic Celts occupied much of mainland Britain. From the fifth century
onwards, tribes known as ‘the Scots’ began to migrate in large numbers from
‘Scotia’ (the Roman name for Ireland) to the Highlands of ‘Caledonia’ (the
place we now call Scotland). Indeed, so many Irish migrated to Scotland (some
founding ‘clans’ there) that the name ‘Scotia’ gradually came to mean
Scotland. Somehow, that error became entrenched in Celtic history. With the
Scots came the Goidelic (Gaelic) Language, which eventually supplanted the
Brythonic Language (another division of the Celtic Languages presumed to have
been spoken by the mainland British, but later confined to Wales, Cornwall and
Brittany as the Celts fleed the invading Anglo-Saxons).

In the Scottish Lowlands, surnames began to appear during the twelfth century.
In the Scottish Highlands, however, despite the heavy migration from Ireland,
surnames were very slow to catch on. Although there are isolated examples of
Highland surnames from the thirteenth century, they remained rare there until
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

With the passage of several hundreds of years since the first arrival of the
Irish-Gaelic dialect in the Highlands, significant differences evolved between
the Irish and Scottish forms of the Gaelic Language - and in the spelling and
pronunciation of surnames. The Scots used the Irish Mac... prefix to indicate
‘son of...’, but never adopted the earlier Irish O’... prefix (meaning
‘descendant of...’). General illiteracy and variations in pronunciation
ensured that what had been a single Irish surname often evolved into a variety
of Scottish variants of that name (some barely recognisable).

It is worth remarking on the dearth of Wynn(e)s to be found today in the
Scottish Highlands (although I do have some Wynn relatives living near
Inverness). It is tempting to imagine that, with the enormous scale of
migration from Ireland, and the geographical propinquity of Scotland and
Ireland, many more of that name should have arrived in the Scottish Highlands.
However, it must be remembered that our Irish forebears who migrated to
Scotland BEFORE the English invasion of Ireland took their IRISH names with
them, and eventually became people of the Scottish Clan MacGee. By the time
those with Anglified and translated names were fleeing Ireland, the Scottish
Highlanders were already having serious problems of their own (ie, the
Highland Clearances). The Scottish Lowlands (although also occupied by the
English) were still available (and the natives were kindred spirits). Thus,
quite a few Wynn(e)s are to be found in the southern Scottish cities of
Glasgow and Edinburgh (my home-town).

Wales

Before the Norman Conquest (eleventh century AD), Wales was inhabited by
‘Iberians’ - a short, dark-skinned race. Most of the rest of Britain, however,
was inhabited by ‘Brythonic’ (British) people (a sub-group of Celts distinct
from the ‘Goidelic’ Celts who inhabited Ireland, and speaking a different
Celtic language). With the arrival of the Norman armies in mainland Britain,
the Brythonic Celts were forced to retreat to the Highlands of Wales, to parts
of Cornwall, and to Brittany (now in northern France). Largely inaccessible to
the Norman invaders, the Welsh were left alone to develop their own culture,
and to retain their own language. Only much later (in 1284) did the English
successfully assert their full sovereignty over Wales.

The Welsh word ‘gwynn’ means fair, or white, and this became a popular
nick-name for fair-headed people (roughly the equivalent of ‘blondie’). In the
northern counties of Wales (and in the adjacent English county of Sallop) it
has long been the custom, in speech, to drop the initial ‘g’ of Welsh words.
Thus, gwynn was articulated as ‘wyn.

In Wales, surnames were a relatively late innovation. On this subject, Rev.
Patrick Woulfe writes "In regard to Wales, it is stated in the 16th Annual
Report of the Registrar-General for England and Wales (1853) that ‘hereditary
surnames were not in use even among the gentry of Wales until the time of
Henry VIII, nor were they generally established until a much later period;
indeed, at the present day they can scarcely be said to be adopted among the
lower classes in the wilder districts, where, as the marriage registers show,
the Christian name of the father still frequently becomes the patronymic of
the son.’ "

Between the twelfth and nineteenth centuries, there must have been many Welsh
people who migrated to the near-by English Midlands and to Ireland. For those
who went to Ireland (where surnames were already the norm) it is not difficult
to imagine that their Gwyn or ‘wyn nicknames would have been converted to the
Irish Guin. In England, the use of surnames was unheard of before the Norman
Conquest. However, even amongst the Normans, they were rare at that time, and
spread only slowly amongst the Norman and British populations. When surnames
caught up with our Welsh ex-patriot ‘wyns in England, the spelling ‘Wynn’ or
‘Wynne’ seems to have been preferred. Ironically, some of these (now-English)
Wynn(e)s would later take part in the Anglo-Norman occupation of Ireland and
in the subjugation of their Celtic cousins. Many or most of these invaders
still did not have surnames, and it became the Irish custom to identify
Anglo-Norman invaders (sometimes inappropriately) by allotting them surnames
with the occupative Norman prefix ‘le’ (as in Thomas le Clerc), the local
prefix ‘de’ (as in Richard de Burgo), or the descriptive prefix ‘le’ (as in
Fromund le Brun). Sometimes, too, descriptive prefixes were corrupted to ‘de’
(as in John de Long). Thus, when invaders with a nickname pronounced ‘win’
were allocated surnames, ‘de Bhuin’ was entered in the records.

Table 2 - Welsh Roots

                       ___________________________
                      |           Gwyn            |
                      |(A Welsh nickname, meaning |WALES
                      |  White, fair, ‘Blondie’)  |
                      |___________________________|
                                   |
                                   |
                   ________________|________________
                  |              ‘wyn               |
                  |   (A shortened form of Gwyn)    |NORTH WALES
                  |             Wynn                |and SALLOP
                  |             Wynne               |then to the
                  |             Winn                |ENGLISH
                  |_________________________________|MIDLANDS
                                   |
                                   |
                   ________________|________________
                  |            de Bhuin             |
                  |  A Normanised-Irish creation,   |
                  |      later Anglicised to:       |
                  |             Wynne               |IRELAND
                  |             Winn                |
                  |_________________________________|

Huguenot Origins (?)

The possibility of Huguenot origins for our name arises from the official
publication ‘Irish Pedigrees - 5th Edition’ printed in Dublin in 1892. Part
VI, Chapter 1 is entitled ‘The Huguenots’, and it deals with their large-scale
migration to, and settlement in, Great Britain as the result of persecution by
the Catholics of France.

Table II in this chapter is entitled ‘Names of the Foreign Refugees who
Settled in Great Britain and Ireland during the Reign of Louis XIV of France,
and their Descendants’. The table lists, predominantly, surnames that reflect
the Low Countries and French origins of Huguenot families. The list begins
with the names Abauzit, Abbadie, Abbot, Abelin, Addée, Adrien, Ageron,
Alavaine...., etc. Interestingly, the list concludes with the names Whitaker,
Wilks, Willis, Wilson, Wynne and Yarborough, Earl of.

At first, I was tempted to the view that ‘Wynne’ must be a Huguenot name, as
it was on the list of Huguenot refugees. However, closer scrutiny of the names
revealed one or two that were clearly NOT of Huguenot origin (including
Cornish, Innes, Pitt, the Earl of Huntingdon, the Countess of Minto, and the
very-unlikely ‘Huguenot’ name of MacLeod!

I am unable to form a clear conclusion for the inclusion of Wynne on this list
of Huguenot refugees, and will content myself with simply reporting that it is
there!

The British Colonies

Migration to the (then) British colonies of Canada, America, Australia and New
Zealand was on a very large scale. However, the migration came overwhelmingly
from Ireland and Scotland (thanks to the unspeakable behaviour of the invading
Anglo-Normans during ‘the clearances’ and ‘the potato famines’). Certainly,
other areas ‘contributed’ to the flow of migrants (including parts of England
and Wales), but the Gaelic Celts predominated. For this reason, I believe that
the Irish Wynn(e)s (who received their names by translation from Irish
surnames) contributed significantly more to the world’s Wynn(e) population
than did any other source.

Brian Wynn (1998)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

WELSH SURNAMES:

     Welsh names are unique and different from names in general
England.  In the standard
surname works of the past, it is learned that surnames in England
can be divided into four basic
types:  those derived from a personal name, those derived from a
location, either a place-name or a
topographical feature; those derived from occupation or status,
and those derived from nicknames
or descriptions.  Such surnames would have settled between the
twelfth and fourteenth centuries
in England, in response to needs of growing towns and increasing
bureaucracy.  Since then,
individual names have either proliferated or decayed, but they
continue to reflect the great variety
which were in use six to eight hundred years ago.

     At the time surnames were settling in England, a completely
different picture can be drawn of
Wales, most of which, outside the few settled towns, led a life
largely unaffected by English social
practices.  In the greater part of Wales, the ancient naming
system continued by this system, 
children were identified or placed chiefly in relation to their
father.  This is comparable to the
system which led to the adoption of surnames from personal names
in England, but it was 
fundamental to the social structure of the Celtic areas of Britain
and was not easy to be discarded.

     The Welsh word for son is  "mab" (often written as map) which
is a cognate of the Scottish 
"mac".  A man called Rhys would be known as Rhys mab Owain (Rhys
son of Owain).  In the
system of mutation of the Welsh language, "mab" became Fab, and
the initial soft "f" sound 
(English 'v') would have been dropped in normal speech.  This
would produce Rhys ab Owain. 
Ap was used in conjunction with some initial sounds. Rhys ap
Howel, though firm rules did not 
always apply to personal names.

     A free Welshman would know not only his father's name, but
those of his earlier male 
ancestors, and he would be able to recite his name as a patronymic
string, thus:  Rhys ab Owain 
ap Hywel ap Maredudd ap Gruffydd.  Daughters were known by their
father's name:  i.e., 
Gwenllian verch (ferch, in modern orthography) meaning daughter
of, Rhys; the relationship was 
often shortened to vch or vz in documents and appears also as
ach.  Traditionally this led to 
women retaining their maiden names, (that is their father's name
rather than their husband's) and 
this is reflected in manay documents in both Welsh and English to
quite late dates.

     Because of the very strong predisposition towards the use of
male ancestors' names as a means
of identification, the other main types of surname (by English
standards) have never featured 
significantly.  Such names do exist in Wales, though in far
smaller numbers.  There are 
surnames taken from Welsh places, from nicknames or personal
descriptions and from 
occupations expressed in the Welsh language.

     The surnames which have descended to us as a result of the
essentially patronymic Welsh 
tradition do not often represent truly Welsh forenames. Rather,
they represent fashions in naming 
children a generation before a surname was taken.  In Wales, a
handful of Christian saints' names 
and Bible names have predominated since medieval times.  John (and
its derivatives, including 
Evan), William, Thomas and David (naturally popular as the name of
the national patron saint) 
provide the bulk of surnames. Clergymen and clerks did not
generally consider the Welsh 
versions of these simple names as acceptable officially; far less
did they attempt to record anything
which it was difficult to get the English tongue around.  Our
ancestors' names were recorded as 
David, William, John, etc., in parish registers, but among their
families land friends they were 
known as Dafydd, Gwilyn or Sion, or by pet versions of their
names.

     As is common in traditional societies, patterns may be found
in the use of forenames in Wales. 
In the mid-nineteenth century it was common for children to be
named after their grandparents, 
their parents and their close relations, the exact sequence often
varying according to 
circumstances.  Godparents were also honored in this way, though
it would be rare to find 
examples of named godparents except in family documents.  The main
value to the family 
historian is that the choice of forename may sometimes be used to
distinguish between different 
families with the same surname.  However, the consequence has also
been to reduce the pool of 
names from which surnames developed.

     I have recently communicated with some extended family
members who firmly believes the 
following, however, the Scots indicate rather emphatically that
this is their custom for naming 
children:
               "Most countries have their own naming customs, but
the Scots had a very highly 
     developed system of naming children.  It went;
             The eldest son after the paternal grandfather.
             The second son after the maternal grandfather.
             The third son after the father.
             The Eldest daughter after the paternal grandmother.
             The second daughter after the maternal grandmother.
             The third daughter after the mother.

Subsequent children would be named after still earlier forebears,
but generally, the naming pattern
in their cases would be less structured." ("The Family Tree." 
June/July l998.  Section A.  Page 9.)

     The adoption of permanent surnames in Wales:  In due course,
and under pressure from
bureaucracy and outside influences, the patronymic system was
DROPPED.  The first to adopt
fixed surnames were the wealthier classes, and the practice
filtered through society at different 
levels from Tudor times on.  The ap system survived in a shorthand
form for some time; a man 
who might previously have been known ad Dafydd ab Ifan could be
known in the transitional 
period as David Evan; his son might be known as Thomas David and
his grandson as Evan 
Thomas.  All that is missing is the implied ap, and the patronymic
system continued essentially 
unchanged.  In some cases, the ap element did not quite disappear,
but became attached to the 
name which followed it: i.e., ap Howel becoming Powell, ap Harri,
becoming Parry, and ab Evan 
becoming Bevan.  In no sense, however, can the second name be
described as a surname at this 
stage.  Late examples can be found:  in Cailiu Aeron,
Cardiganshire, in 1807, Sarah, the 
illegitimate daughter of Jenkin David Evan Jenkin John was
baptized.  Generally, though, such 
strings had reduced to two, or at most three, elements by this
time.

     Along with the settling of surnames at different times came
the addition of the letter 's' to what 
was basically a forename.  These forms appear earlier where
surnames were taken early and 
transitional stages can be seen here.  The 's' represents the
possessive case, but also reflects a 
liking for this style of anem in Wales which must be a direct
descendant of the ap system:  i.e. (in 
Glamorgan)  Jenkin John (1759) had sons called John Jenkins, David
John and Will John.  In 
other parts of Wales, the addition of "s' to what had been
essentially a patronymic name came 
about in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. (Rowlands.  Pgs.
60-51.) 

    Surnames in Wales are derived from Personal Characteristics. 
Adjectives have given rise to a 
number of well-known Welsh surnames, often describing the
appearance of a person.  Examples 
of such are:  "Bychan/fychan (small or younger);  Vaughan; Coch,
mutated to goch (red); 
corrupted in speech to Gough, Goff, Gooch;  Du (black);  Dee; Gwyn
(white), Gwynne, Wynn; 
Hir (long or tall);  Hier, Hire;  Llwyd (grey or brown);  Lloyd,
Floyd;  Moel/foel (bald);  Voyale; 
Sais (English);  Sayee, Names such as Vaughan and Lloyd were
surnames in some areas relatively 
early, until modern times they were rarely used as forenames so
were not interchangeable, as it 
were, between generations in the way that Dafydd and Rhys were. 
These names cannot be 
dissociated from the patronymic system, for they were often added
first to a patronymic name: 
Dafydd ap Rhys Fychan.  (Rowlands. Pgs.. 62--70.) 

     The following interpretation of the various spelling of the
name Wynn has also been given as 
follows:  The word in general means "white" in the Welsh
language.  It also is representative of 
tense, past or present, with past tense being with the letter
(G),Gwyn or Gwin, and present tense 
being with the letter (W), Winn or Wynn(e).  Example:  A daughter
born a Winne is no longer so 
after marriage; she is spoken of as born Gwin, daughter of Winne. 
Clear?  However, regardless 
of the spelling, they all mean "white" and may be spelled with
either G or W, and may be Win, 
Winn, Wyn, Wynn, Wynne, or the same beginning with the letter G. 
("Colonial Families of the 
Southern States of America."  Pg. 16.)  This could also tie in
with the Caucasian race, of which 
we are descendants through Japheth, as noted by John Wynne, and as
documented by Dwnn in his 
numerous Pedigrees. 

     Rowlands, John.  Editor.  "Welsh Family History".  A guide to
research. Originally published 
1993 by the Association of Family History Societies of Wales
(under the direction of an Editorial 
Group) and in conjunction with the Federation of Family History
Societies (UK).  Published in the 
USA 1994 by the Genealogical Publishing Co., Inc.  1001 N. Calvert
St., Baltimore, MD  21202. 
 Second printing 1995.  Library of Congress Catalogue Card Number
94-76084.  International 
Standard Book Number 0-8063-1439-7.  This is an excellent
reference.  It tells one where to find 
just about anything they would need to know about Welsh Genealogy,
even giving a brief 
introduction to the Welsh language, their alphabet, a glossary of
numbers, months of the year, 
and the most common words necessary to understand the Welsh
language.  It also uses our Wynn 
lineage as an example of Estate Records and how property ownership
was increased through 
marriage and inheritance.  It notes (pg. 222) that from the middle
of the fifteenth century to the 
end of the seventeenth, there is continuous evidence of the
manuscripts of successive bards, who 
were also professional genealogists.  In the copying process, some
mistakes may have been 
made, however, are relatively easily detected and noted as such.
It also notes that "We must 
however bear in mind that these pedigrees were compiled at a time
when the ways in which 
things were looked at were very different from those of today. 
Descents which we find 
"impossible" to accept, were firmly believed in, and consequently
recorded, and it was not 
thought far-fetched to show a descent from Adam, and thence from
God.  For the most part 
independent record evidence does not exist which would allow us to
put the traditional pedigrees 
to the test, however most people who have had much experience will
agree that in those cases 
where such evidence does exist, they stand up in general very well
to the test, and are shown to 
be remarkably accurate."  (Ibid. Pg. 222.)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dennis,

What you have is already quite extensive.  From "The Surnames of Wales":

 "GWYNNE/WYNN(E):  These two versions of the name commonly given to those
who were fair of hair or complexion would normally be taken together if it
were not for their almost totally separate regional occurence.  It can be
seen that, whereas the surname Gwynne is found fairly consistently across
south Wales, it is rarely found to the north of a line through the mid-Wales
hundreds of Ilar (Cardiganshire), Rhaeadr and Cefnllys (both Radnorshire).
Wynne on the other hand exhibits the opposite characteristic in relation to
that same line."

Additionally (and perhaps helpful to you if you're researching WYNN(E) in
North Wales):

"WYNNE:  The origin of the name is covered under GWYNNE, of which it is the
mutated form.  There are ten main families outlined in DWB* under Wynn (one
Wynne); without exception these had their origin in north Wales."

*DWB = Jenkins (ed.), "Dictionary of Welsh Biography down to 1940.

I didn't have time to explore the entire text of Brian Wynn's paper or the
Wynne Family webpage, but will keep the information for future WYNN queries.

Hope this helps.

Best regards,

Julie Preston
anpreston@msn.com
